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Application of Stochastic Diffusion for Hiding High
Fidelity Encrypted Images
Jonathan M Blackledge and AbdulRahman Isam Al-Rawi
Abstract— Cryptography coupled with information hiding has
received increased attention in recent years and has become a
major research theme because of the importance of protecting
encrypted information in any Electronic Data Interchange system
in a way that is both discrete and covert. One of the essential
limitations in any cryptography system is that the encrypted
data provides an indication on its importance which arouses
suspicion and makes it vulnerable to attack. Information hiding
of Steganography provides a potential solution to this issue
by making the data imperceptible, the security of the hidden
information being a threat only if its existence is detected through
Steganalysis. This paper focuses on a study methods for hiding
encrypted information, specifically, methods that encrypt data
before embedding in host data where the ‘data’ is in the form of
a full colour digital image. Such methods provide a greater level
of data security especially when the information is to be submitted
over the Internet, for example, since a potential attacker needs
to first detect, then extract and then decrypt the embedded data
in order to recover the original information.
After providing an extensive survey of the current methods
available, we present a new method of encrypting and then hiding
full colour images in three full colour host images with out loss of
fidelity following data extraction and decryption. The application
of this technique, which is based on a technique called ‘Stochastic
Diffusion’ are wide ranging and include covert image information
interchange, digital image authentication, video authentication,
copyright protection and digital rights management of image
data in general.
Index Terms— Image data encryption, information hiding,
Steganography, Stochastic Diffusion, encrypted digital water-
marks
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH rapid improvements in computer networks andtheir use for transmitting digital media (such as digital
image, audio and video data, for example) coupled with the
rapid growth of Internet connectivity, the demand for securing
data exchange over the Internet has become increasingly
important. The transmission of data over a variety of networks
and the internet-based dissemination of digital information
has brought about several security issues. Securing data on
the Cloud, for example, has become a principal theme for
Cloud computing in general. Copyright protection of digital
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data, copying, editing and the illegal distribution of digital
media (such as audio and image data) and the interception of
transmitted information by unauthorized parties are common
problems requiring innovative and novel solutions. A common
solution to these security issues is the use of Cryptography.
There are numerous cryptosystems currently available [1]
that are commercially available for encrypting data before
transmitting it over a network or via the Internet. These
systems have been considered computationally secure and are
relatively difficult to break. However, although there are many
encryption algorithms and systems available [2]-[12], using
cryptographic methods alone may not assure the security of
a transmission. This is due to a number of reasons. First, the
meaningless and randomized form of encrypted data makes
interceptors suspect the importance of the information that
is being conveyed thereby leading to a potential attack. In
addition, rapid increases in the computational performance
and sophistication of attack strategies can threaten the security
of encrypted data communication systems. Finally, encrypted
data may be incriminating in countries when encryption is
illegal.
In this paper, an information hiding concept is proposed
to reduce the risk of using cryptography only. Data hiding
techniques embed information into another medium making
it imperceptible to others, except for those who meant to
receive the hidden information. Two types of information
hiding are available: (i) Steganography where the existence
of the embedded information is unknown so that interceptors
or other unauthorized recipients of the data will not suspect
the existence of hidden data; (ii) Watermarking where the
information is embedded into a cover medium to protect
the copyright and/or for the purpose of authentication or to
track and trace the original source of information. This paper
focuses on studying methods of encrypting hidden information
in which cryptographic algorithms are combined with the
information hiding methods to increase the security of the
transmitted data. In such schemes, the secret data is first
encrypted and then embedded into cover data to generate
stego-data. The stego-data is then sent through a network or
stored online. The unauthorized recovery of hidden encrypted
data is very difficult because it needs the attacker or any
unauthorized user to detect the existence of the hidden data,
extract it from the host data and then decrypt it to recover the
original information.
II. CRYPTOGRAPHY AND INFORMATION HIDING
We provide a brief overview of the principles associated
with data encryption and information hiding.
A. Cryptography
Cryptography is the art and science of protecting informa-
tion (plaintext) by transforming (encrypting) it from a readable
state into an unreadable form, (ciphertext) using a secret
code or ‘key’. Only those who possess the key can decipher
(decrypt) the message into the original plaintext form. A
cryptographic algorithm is the mathematical function used for
encrypting and decrypting the secret data, a one-way function
that is not invertible. In general, encryption systems operate
on the basis of using two functions. For encryption, we may
consider the generic equation
EK(P ) = C
where E denoted the encryption function, K denotes the
encryption key upon which the encryption function and its
output critically depends, P denotes the plaintext and C
represents the ciphertext. The second (decryption) function D
is used for decryption, i.e.
DK(C) = P
The encryption/decryption functions along with the plaintext,
ciphertext and key(s) form the basis of all cryptosystem.
Modern cryptosystem algorithms can be categorized accord-
ing to the key used for encryption/decryption into private
(symmetric) key cryptography and public (asymmetric) key
cryptography. Private-key cryptosystems use the same key for
encryption and decryption in which the decryption key is the
same or can at least be computed from the encryption key,
requiring that the sender and receiver agree on one key before
communicating with each other. Given that the algorithm is
cryptographically secure, the security of such systems relies on
the key. The exposure of the key makes it possible for anyone
to encrypt and decrypt messages. There are two types of
symmetric key algorithms: stream algorithms (stream ciphers)
which encrypt only one bit of the plaintext at a time and block
encryption algorithms (block ciphers) which encrypts a group
of bits on block at a time [13].
Public-key cryptosystems use two different keys for en-
cryption and decryption in which the decryption key cannot
be computed from the encryption key. In such systems, the
encryption key (public key) can be made public which enables
anyone (including an intruder) to encrypt the message, but
only a specific recipient with the corresponding decryption key
(private key) can decrypt the message. The generic equations
for this encryption protocol are as follows:
EKpublic(P ) = C
DKprivate(C) = P
In some cases the sender can encrypt the message using
the private key and the receiver decrypts it using the public
key Cryptographic methods and their application for securing
various types of information are extensively studied in the
literature. Such methods include standard algorithms such as
DES (Digital Encryption Standards) and DES3, the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) [13], [14], scrambling methods
[15]-[19], chaotic mappings [20]-[25], pseudorandom number
generators and stream ciphers [13],[26] and [27].
Fig. 1. Information hiding.(a) The process of embedding data into cover data
of covertext to generate stego-data or stegotext. (b) The process of extracting
the original data from the stego-data.
B. Information Hiding
Information hiding (or ‘data hiding’) is the process of
embedding data into a similar or different form of data so
that the hidden information is protected from unauthorized
access. The term ‘hiding’ used here can refer to either making
the information imperceptible (as in watermarking) or keeping
the existence of the information secret (as in Steganography)
[28]. Information hiding techniques can be a good substitute
to cryptosystems in situations when the use of data encryp-
tion is not feasible or when encryption cannot assure data
security due to the encrypted information arousing suspicion
or be incriminating in countries where encryption is illegal.
Information hiding techniques embed data (secret message)
that one wishes to send secretly via an innocuous message
(cover/host message) generating the stego-message. The stego-
message should be in a form that restricts detection or recovery
of the hidden data [29]. The There are two principal data
hiding categories, namely Steganography and Watermarking.
General information hiding models are described in [29] and
Figure 1 illustrates the overall concept.
Steganography is the ‘art’ of embedding secret messages
into other messages in such a way that no one, apart from
the sender and intended recipient, suspects the existence of
the secret messages [30]. The more recent use of this concept
has emerged with the rapid development and communication
of digital images, videos, and audio files which can be used
as a medium for embedding important data. In other words,
we currently live in a covertext rich environment. The main
advantage of steganography is that messages do not attract
attention to themselves and an examination of the data does
not immediately reveal the existence of hidden information.
Thus, with regards to a single communication protocol, the
user sending the hidden data and the recipient of the data are
the only ones who know about the existence of the hidden data
[31]. Many steganographic techniques have been proposed in
the literature [29] but steganography can be categorised into
three basic types: (i) pure steganography in which the sender
embeds the secret data directly and the receiver extracts it
Fig. 2. Encrypted Information hiding. (a) The process of encrypting data and
then embedding it into a cover data to generate the stego-data. (b) The process
of extracting the secret data from stego-data and decrypting it to recover the
original data.
likewise; (ii) the private-key steganography where the sender
uses a private key to embed the secret information in a
way that is similar to private-key encryption; (iii) public-key
steganography, in which the sender embeds the secret data
using a private-key and the receiver extracts it using a public-
key, this process is similar to the public-key cryptosystems
[32].
Watermarking is the process of embedding information into
another medium in a way that is difficult to remove which
is usefull to protect the source of the information and avoid
copyright violation, for example. An example of this concept
is visible watermarking where the watermark is visible in the
media used such as a text or logo which identifies the owner
of the media. Other classes of watermarking include invisible
watermarking, in which the information is added to the media
in such a way that it cannot be recognized. Digital watermrking
systems can be further categorized according to the robustness
of an attack into fragile, semi-fragile and robust. Watermarking
can be used for copyright protection, source tracking or covert
communications.
C. Encrypted Information Hiding
Compared with information hiding in general, there are
relatively few publications that have addressed the issue of
hiding encrypted information. As in conventional information
hiding methods, Encrypted Information Hiding (EIH) systems
can be categorized into two types: spatial domain systems and
frequency domain systems. Figure 2 illustrates the principle
associated with EIH. Spatial domain EIH is applied in the
spatial domain, in which the original image pixels (in the
case of a digital image covertext) undergo direct modification.
Those systems are generally considered simple and often
require less computational cost, although they can be less
robust against attacks such as filtering and cropping [33].
Frequency domain EIH is performed by transforming the
covertext image into the transform domain and changing its
coefficients to embed information. These systems require
more computational cost and are generally considered more
complex to implement, although they are also considered to
be more robust.
III. ENCRYPTED INFORMATION HIDING IN THE SPATIAL
DOMAIN
We now provide an overview of the published literature
available that is based on EIH in the spatial domain. In [34],
[35] the authors present a new approach for hiding encrypted
information into a digital image. Their approach is based
on the concept of stochastic confusion and diffusion. The
proposed system generates a maximum entropy cipher using a
pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) or an appropriate
encryption method. The cipher is convolved with a secret
image using stochastic diffusion and the result is quantized to
a 1-bit array and embedded into a host image. The encrypted
data can be embedded into the lowest 1-bit layer or into mul-
tiple 1-bit layers of the host image. To recover the encrypted
information, the hidden data is extracted from the 1-bit layer(s)
of the host image and the result decrypted by correlating it with
the original cipher. The convolution/correlation processes are
undertaken in the Fourier domain. The proposed method can
operate on 24-bit color images as well. The original color
image is decomposed into the Red, Green and Blue channels.
Each channel is encrypted by convolving it with a cipher (the
same or a different cipher can be used for encryption) to
generate three encrypted channels. These channels are then
embedded into the three-channels of a 24-bit color cover im-
age. Data recovery is carried out by extracting and decrypting
the data from each channel separately and then combining the
three channels to form the recovered image.
X Li et al. [36] propose a novel method for the hidden
transmission of biometric images based on chaos and image
content. To increase the security of the watermark, it is first
encrypted using the chaotic map where the key(s) used for
encryption are derived from a palm print image based on the
pixel value distribution, illumination associated with various
image distortions which are different for each palm print image
(even if they are for the same person). The authors used the
normalized mean value of three randomly selected pixels from
the palm print image as an initial condition for the chaotic
map. The logistic map is used to generate a one-dimensional
sequence of real numbers which are mapped into a binary
stream to encrypt the watermark using an XOR operation. The
encrypted watermark is embedded into the same palm print
image used to derive the secret key(s). The stego-palm-print
image is hidden into the cover image using a novel content-
based hidden transmission scheme proposed by the authors.
First the cover image is segmented into different regions using
a classical watershed algorithm. Due to the over-segmentation
result of this algorithm, a RFCM (Region-based Fuzzy c-
means Clustering) algorithm is used to merge similar regions.
The entropy of each region is calculated and the stego-palm-
print image is embedded into the cover image according to the
entropy value where more information is embedded in highly
textured regions than uniform regions. A threshold value T is
used to partition the two regions. If the entropy is greater than
T , the binary streams of the secret data are inserted into the 4
least significant bits of the region and if the entropy is smaller
than T , the binary streams of the secret data are inserted
into the 2 least significant bits of the region. Color cover
images are decomposed into RGB channels before embedding.
J Kong et al. [37] present a novel method of transmitting
hidden biometric images based on chaos and image content
that is similar to [36]. A secret grayscale image of size
128×128 is converted into a binary stream and then encrypted
using a logistic mapping, the encryption keys being generated
randomly using any pseudorandom number generator. A color
cover image of size 256 × 256 is converted to a grayscale
image, segmented into different regions using a conventional
watershed algorithm. A fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is
then used to merge similar regions, each region being classified
into certain clusters except for those regions of the watershed
lines. The k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm is used to
partition regions needing re-segmentation. For the resultant
image without watershed lines, the entropy is calculated and
the secret image is embedded according to the entropy values.
The color cover image is decomposed into RGB channels and
highly textured regions are used to embed more information.
A threshold value T is used to separate the two regions. If
the entropy is smaller than T the binary streams of the secret
data are inserted into the 2 Least Significant Bits (LSB) of the
three channels of the region. If the entropy is greater than T ,
the binary streams of the secret data are inserted into the 4
LSB of the three channels of the region.
C W Lee and W H Tsai [38] proposed a Steganographic
method using PNG formatted images based on an information
sharing technique. The secret image M is divided into shares
using a (k, n)-threshold secret sharing algorithm where secret
shares are embedded into the alpha-channel of the PNG cover
image. The hiding procedure can be summarized as follows:
Divide M into t-bit segments with t=3 and transform each
segment into a decimal number resulting in a decimal number
sequence where a (4,4)-threshold secret sharing algorithm is
used to generate the partial shares F; embed F into the cover
image I by replacing its alpha-channel values with the values
of F. The process is repeated for all decimal values of the
secret data resulting in a stego-image I’. In general, if every
four t-bit segments are transformed and embedded similarly,
then R = (4 × t) × (S/4) = tS bits where S is the size of the
image. This means that the data hiding capacity is proportional
to the chosen value of t. However, the larger the value of t the
lower the visual quality of the stego-image since this causes a
wider range of the alpha-channel values to be altered, leading
to a more obvious non-uniform transparency effect appearing
on the stego-image. The value of t is selected to ensure the
uniform distribution of the stego-image’s alpha-channel.
C Uuefen et al. [39] introduce the principle of image
scrambling and information hiding and proposed a double
random scrambling procedure based on image blocks. A secret
image of size M × N is divided into small sub-blocks (e.g.
4 × 4 or 8 × 8 blocks) and a scrambling algorithm using
key1 carried out to randomize the sub-blocks. However, the
information in each inner sub-block remains the same as the
original version and so another scrambling algorithm with key2
is utilized to destroy the autocorrelation in each inner sub-
block and to increase the difficulty in decoding the secret
image. To make the hidden secret image more invisible, its
histogram is compressed into a small range. Hiding is then
performed by simply adding the secret image to the cover
image. The extraction of the original image can be summarized
as follows: extract the embedded information from the host
image, expand the histogram of the extracted image and then
apply a descrambling process among the sub-blocks and inner
sub-blocks, the original secret image thus being reconstructed.
M K Kundu and S Das [40] present a watermarking
scheme that combines lossless compression and encryption
for applications to medical images. They proposed that a
doctor/radiologist is interactively provided with a defined
polygonal ROI. This is characterized by the number of vertices
in the polygon nv and the vertex coordinate v(x,y). A SHA-
256 hashing algorithm is then used to calculate a one-way
hashing value for the ROI denoted by HASHROI . The data
is encrypted using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
algorithm denoted by PIENCRY . The user then specifies the
bit-plane of the ROI bits represents by BINBP . A watermark
WMCONCAT is generated by concatenating nv , the vertex co-
ordinate v(x,y), HASHROI , PIENCRY and BINBP which is
then compressed from WMCONCAT to WMCOMP using an
arithmetic integer compression method. The compressed data
is then converted to a binary string WMEMB which in turn
is embedded in the image using the bit-plane specified by the
user. In order to increase the security, WMEMB is embedded
randomly using any pseudorandom number generator algo-
rithm. Watermark extraction and verification is accomplished
by first extracting WMEMB , decompress it, separate the
concatenated values, calculate a hash value HASHROI−EXT
using the same hashing algorithm and comparing the result
with HASHROI . If both values are equal then the image is
authenticated and PIENCRY is decrypted using the same key
used for encryption. Otherwise the watermarked image is not
authenticated and rejected.
Y. Lu, et al. [41] present a novel lossless and content-based
hidden transmission method for biometric images. Firstly, the
watermark is encrypted using a chaotic mapping, the secret
keys being generated from a biometric (palmprint) image and
used as a parameter value and initial condition for the chaotic
map. The encrypted watermark is embedded into the palm-
print image using a lossless data hiding scheme. Finally, the
stego-palm-print image is embedded into the cover image
using a content-based steganographic scheme as described in
[36]. The extraction is performed by reversing the embedding
process, the extracted watermark will being used to authen-
ticate the image content. If the extracted and the original
watermark similarity satisfies a pre-defined threshold, then the
palm-print image is accepted, otherwise it is invalidated.
M. Sabery and M. Yaghoobi [42] introduce an image hiding
method to hide a grayscale image into a color image using
chaotic return maps. The user initially inserts a key which is
converted into binary form to be utilized as an initial condition
for the logistic map. The chaotic mapping is used to identify
the image pixels location (x,y) to hide the secret image. The
last three bits of the Red and Green channels, and the last two
bits of the Blue channel are set to zero and grey level values
of the secret image represented in terms of a one-dimensional
matrix V = {v1, v2, ....., vMM} row by row. Finally, the bits
vi1, vi2, vi3 of the matrix V are added to the last three bits
of the Red channel, the bits vi4, vi5, vi6 are added to the last
three bits of Green channel and the bits vi7, vi8 are added to
the last two bits of Blue channel at the position (X,Y) of the
cover image.
J. M. Blackledge [43] presents a novel approach for hiding
encrypted data in a digital image. The secret image is en-
crypted with a key using the process of stochastic diffusion.
A random number generator is used to generate a noise field
which is then convolved with the secret image. The encrypted
output is quantized into a 1-bit array to generate a binary
cipher, which is embedded into the lowest 1-bit layer of a
host image. The extraction process is performed by extracting
the binary cipher from the host image and correlating it with
the original noise image.
D. C. Lou and J. L. Liu [44] propose a steganographic
method for secure communications by using the concepts of
cryptography and information hiding. The idea behind the
proposed method is to use the variant-size LSBs and the
insertion of redundant Gaussian noise into the cover image
to survive a cover-carrier attack. The cover image used is a
grayscale image. First, the secret image is compressed and
encrypted using a session key. The session key is encrypted
with the receiver’s public key and the result used to seed
the generation of random variables with a bounded normal
distribution. The variables generated are of size M × N − l
(where M and N denote the row and column size of the
cover image, respectively). The random numbers conform to
a redundant Gaussian noise field and are used to determine
the number of pixels’ LSBs for embedding the secret data.
The seed and the size of the secret data are embedded into
the last l pixels of the cover image and the random numbers
are divided into two parts according to a secret mixing rate;
the first part is used as a travelling order for embedding the
seed and the size of the secret data; the second part is used
as a traveling order for embedding the Gaussian noise. The
encrypted data is embedded into the remaining pixels of the
cover image and the random numbers are used to embed the
secret data and to determine the number of pixels’ LSBs used
for embedding.
Z. Liu, M. A. Ahmad and S. Liu [45] present an image
sharing scheme based on a combination theory. The image
is first encrypted by multiplying it by random matrices and
them, based on a (t,n) threshold secret sharing scheme, the
encrypted image is shared into n shadow images which are of
the same size as the original secret image. The shares can be
hidden using any information hiding method. To reconstruct
the secret image, at least t shares should be combined to
retrieve the original data. If the secret image is a color image, it
is decomposed into RGB channels and each channel is treated
as a grayscale image to which the same method is applied. In
general, any encryption and sharing algorithm can be utilized
to encrypted and generate the shadow images, respectively.
In [10] the authors propose a virtually imperceptible image
hiding scheme based on vector quantization (VQ). Their
goal is to design a high quality and a high capacity image
hiding scheme which is based on the VQ compression and
a Digital Encryption Standard (DES) based cryptosystem. In
the proposed scheme, a t 8-bit gray level secret image of
size w × h is embedded into a cover image to produce the
stego-image as follows: Firstly, the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG)
algorithm [47] is used to generate a VQ codebook C of size
Nc with codewords of size m × n. Each secret images is then
partitioned into blocks of m × n which are then encoded into
a binary indexed codeword. The indices are merged to obtain
a compressed message for all secret images, the compressed
information being embedded into C by LSBs substitution to
generate C. Finally, C is encrypted using the DES algorithm
and embedded into the cover image to generate the stego-
image. The extraction procedure is performed by decrypting
the modified codebook C and the compressed information
extracted using parameters that include the number of secret
images t, the size of the secret image w × h, the codebook
size Nc and the codeword size m × n.
In [48] a new steganographic method for hiding grayscale
or color secret images in a true color image is proposed. The
approach makes use of the color quantization technique to
make the hiding procedure independent of the image type, and
utilizes the DES encryption algorithm to increase the security
of the secret information. Color, palette-based 256-color, or
grayscale images can be embedded in the host image and
annotation data can be embedded if necessary. In the case
of color images, quantization of a 256-color palette is applied
using a LBG clustering algorithm [47]. After obtaining the
color table, each pixel’s color of the secret image is replaced
by the nearest color from the color table using a Euclidean
distance metric to obtain the quantized 256-color secret image.
Color palette, annotation data and indices of the secret images
pixels are represented in binary form and encrypted by using
the DES algorithm. The host image boundaries are selected to
hide the color table and the annotation data as follows: The
successive 512 color pixels located in the third row from the
top boundary and the first successive 256 color pixels located
in the third row from the lower boundary are selected to hide
the color palette table. The remaining 256 color pixels located
in the third row and the fifth row from the lower boundary and
the fifth and seventh rows from the top boundary are selected
to embed the annotation data. The rest of the color pixels for
the host image are used to hide all of the 8-bit indices of
pixel data from the secret image. If the secret image is a 256-
color image, the color quantization step is skipped, and if it
is a grayscale image, then each grey level value is directly
embedded into the corresponding value of the true color cove
image. The inverse procedure is performed by extracting the
encrypted palette data, image data and the annotation data,
decrypting them and finally constructing the quantized secret
image.
In [49] a prediction-based image hiding scheme is presented,
which utilizes the concept of data compression and encryption
for information hiding. The proposed method embeds secret
data into the compression code during image compression.
The secret image is encrypted using the DES algorithm. The
host image pixels are scanned from top to bottom and from
left to right, then a modified Median Edge Detector (MED)
predictor is used to estimate the Predictive Pixel Values (PPVs)
for the host image pixels (original MED prediction-based
image coding is explained in [50]). The prediction Error Value
(EV) is calculated by computing the difference between the
Original Pixel Values (OPVs) and the PPVs. The encrypted
secret image is sequentially embedded into each prediction EV
based on entropy coding to produce the secret compression
codes, which form the hiding result. To extract the hidden
information, the prediction pixel values are extracted from the
received compression codes by decoding them based on the
same entropy codec, values which are then used to extract the
encrypted secret image which is then decrypted using the DES
algorithm to obtain the original secret image [49].
In [51] an image hiding method scheme with modulus
function and dynamic programming on partitioned pixels is
proposed. The secret image pixel values are transformed into
other values based on substitution tables following a dynamic
programming strategy. The function of the Substitution Table
(ST) is to determine to which k-bits values each secret k-bits
unit should be transformed. Since different substitution tables
can be produced for the host image, an optimal table is selected
to minimize the degradation of the stego-image. The method
given in [52] is used to find the optimal substitution table.
The host image pixel values are partitioned into two groups,
GL and GU , using a threshold value T. The number of secret
image bits that can be embedded into the host image is 3
for host image pixels belonging to GU and 2 for host image
pixels belong to GL. Before embedding, the secret image
pixel values are transformed using optimal STs. The proposed
scheme uses two optimal STs, one for the host image pixels
above T denoted by STU and the other for the host image
pixels below T denoted by STL. A dynamic programming
strategy is employed to transform the corresponding secret
image pixels, which are then embedded into the host image
based on modulus functions (two modulus functions MU and
ML are used according to the pixels group) to obtain the stego-
image. The extraction procedure is employed by checking the
stego-image pixel value, if it is larger than the threshold value
T, MU is used to extract the hidden data, otherwise ML is
used. The original secret image is recovered by transforming
the extracted pixel values according to the optimal substitution
tables STL and STU .
In [53] a method for sharing and hiding secret images is
presented. The proposed method is divided into three stages.
The first stage involves image quantization, in which the secret
image is quantized using a Variable Size Quantization (VSQ)
sub-procedure; the secret image is divided into blocks of
size 1 × 2 which are then examined to determine smooth
and edge blocks. The edge blocks are quantized using an
edge quantization method while smooth blocks are merged
to form blocks of size 1 × 4 which are then quantized using
a smooth quantization method. A table is generated to keep
track of edge and smooth blocks by recoding 1 for edge
blocks and 0 for smooth block. This table is embedded into
the quantized image rather than attaching it to the quantized
image to avoid increasing its size; the output at this stage
is the quantized-embedded image. The second stage is the
image sharing stage; the quantized-embedded image is shared
by applying a (t,n) threshold scheme which generates n shadow
images which appear to be random noise when only t (t ≤
n) of them are required to recover the original image. The
authors slightly modified the method in [54] by changing the
range of each shadow image pixel value from 0-255 to 0-16
which is the same range of the quantized-embedded image.
This modification makes it possible to embed the shadow
image into an ordinary host image of the same size. In the
third and final stage, the n shadow images are embedded
into n host images using the hiding method described in [53]
to generate n stego-images, although, in general, any hiding
method can be applied. The recovery of the original secret
image is performed by retrieving any t or more of the stego-
images, extract the hiding shadow images and combine them
using the same method proposed in [54].
In [55] a new multiple image encryption and watermarking
method is proposed. The color host image is first decomposed
into three RGB channels and each channel is enlarged to
four times its original size based on [56]. The three grayscale
images obtained from the RGB channels are encrypted using a
fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) and a region shift encod-
ing method. The three encrypted watermarks are embedded
into the three RGB channels of the host image using the
method given in [55] which is based on the information
hiding and extraction method proposed in [57] and [58]. The
decryption process is based on an inversion scheme where
the original watermark images cannot be recovered without
revealing the FRFTs two fractional orders used to encrypt each
watermark in addition to the random matrix used in the region
shift encoding method.
In [59] a new type of encoding methods to hide information
in a host image is proposed. The types of the covert data
proposed are plot, fax, word, and network data. The method
can be summarized as follows: (i) Let H of size M × M be
the host image that is to be modulated to generate the overt
image H*; (ii) Create a new array R with N elements where
R elements consist of the identification codes, types code and
the rest are either 0 or 1 and encode the covert information
as a binary data string (codes) as described in [59] (Section
2.1.3) according to covert information of type (plot, fax, word,
or network data); (iii) Copy the elements of the binary data
string into a new matrix S of size (M−1) N row-by-row and
from left-to-right and then copy the arrays R and S into a new
a matrix T of size M N where the first row of T is copied
from R and the rest are copied from S. The host image H is
modulated to the overt image H* by subtracting T from H (i.e.
H∗ = H − T ). The overt images H* pixels are classified into
three groups. The first group contains the identification codes
which are used to determine if H* is produced. Those codes
that contain random binary bits are recognized only by the
recipient of the data. The second group contains type codes to
determine the embedded information and are given by 00, 01,
10, and 11 for plot, fax, word, and network data, respectively.
The last group contains the encoded information which is used
to decode the encoded data.
The authors in [60] and [61] present an approach to digital
watermarking based on the use of cryptography in conjunction
with watermarking. The watermark in encrypted by diffusing
it with a cipher to produce a scrambled image. The cipher
is a noise field that can be generated using any conventional
random number generator or chaotic mapping. The scrambled
image is then ‘confused (an additive process) with a host
image to hide the encrypted image and produce to the stego-
image. This method can be applied to any e-to-e digital
image transmission because it is relatively insensitive to lossy
compression. The authors proposed the use of ‘diffusion only
watermarking for printed document authentication. The reason
for this is that the ‘print/scan cycle generates an array of
pixels that are different to the original image (even if they are
both look similar) including the image size, its orientation and
pixel intensity. This is because the pixels positions associated
with the cover image cannot be assured when it is printed
and scanned (i.e. the print/scan cycle leads to pixel de-
registration). The watermark image is diffused with the Point
Spread Function (PSF) that is characteristic of the print/scan
cycle which enables the receiver to recover the watermark data
subject to a degradation characterized by the PSF. This method
can be carried out in color prints by applying exactly the same
technique to the RGB channels.
IV. ENCRYPTED INFORMATION HIDING IN THE
TRANSFORM DOMAIN
D.W. Kim et al. [62] presente an approach for hiding a dig-
ital hologram (DH) using a conventional encryption algorithm
(AES-128). This work is devoted mainly to the experimental
effects of encryption on information hiding for digital holo-
grams in three data domains: the hologram domain, the DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) domain and the DWT (Discrete
Wavelet Transform) domain. For the hologram domain, and
due to energy calculation experiments, only encryption of the
three most significant bit plane could hide the information
even if the remaining bits are exposed. This is because 90%
of the total energy represents the three bits and 25% of the
data needs to be encrypted to effectively hide the information
in the hologram domain. Transforming the hologram image
into DCT blocks of different sizes and calculating the energy
for all DC coefficients shows that scrambling only the DC
coefficients is sufficient to hide the information of the content
[62] and that the energy ratios of DC coefficients in all
segmentation cases are more than 95% of the total energy
(in segmentation sizes of 128 × 128). Only 0.0061% of the
data is encrypted which is more efficient than in hologram
domain case. In the DWT domain, the experiments show that
encrypting part of a particular sub-band is not useful and that
a whole sub-band needs to be encrypted. According to the
results given in [62] (Table 3), at least the first sub-band should
be encrypted to hide the content unrecognizably (i.e. 50% of
the data needs to be encrypted). The results show that the DCT
domain provides the best domain because the encryption ratio
about 0.00001.
In [63] a steganographic-based approach is used to protect
the iris code data by hiding it in a digital image for personal
data identification purposes. The logistic chaotic map with
the first key is applied to encrypt the iris code (extracted
iris features) into a chaotic sequence of length N. The host
image is divided into 8 × 8 blocks and the DCT coefficients
for the kth, denoted by Bk, is then transformed into a one-
dimensional sequence Dk by the means of ‘zig-zag scanning.
A sequence of real numbers Xi, i = 1, 2, ...N is generated
using the logistic chaotic map with the second key. By locate
the embedding location of each block based on the previously
generated sequence, the positions in the mid-to-high frequency
band in each block is selected as possible embedding points.
The actual embedding position sequence Pi, i = 1, 2, ...N is
obtained by transforming the sequence Xi using the mapping
Pi = Xi × l + s, where l is the length of the selected
interval and s is the selected start position. The encrypted
iris code is then hidden using the method given in [40],
each block is data inverted using the zig-zag order Dk back
into two-dimensional blocks and the inverse DCT applied.
The new blocks generate are an approximation to the host
image including the secret information (the stego-image). The
extraction process is performed by transforming the stego-
image into the DCT domain, acquiring the one-dimensional
sequence of DCT blocks using the zig-zag order to obtain the
embedding positions using the same chaotic sequence used
for hiding and selecting the correct coefficients to extract the
secret information. The encrypted one-dimensional sequence
is the decrypted to obtain the original data the iris code.
In [64] a steganographic method based on JPEG compres-
sion is proposed. The scheme uses the concept of cryptography
and data compression. This article is similar to the work
presented in [65] with improved hiding capacity and stego-
image quality. The proposed method consists of five stages.
In the first stage, the secret data M (text, image, or video)
is encrypted using any conventional cryptosystem to obtain
the vector S, where S = s1, s2, ..., sm and si is a secret bit
stream (with values 0 or 1) and m is the length of S. In
the second stage, the cover image I is partitioned into 8 × 8
pixel blocks and each block transformed into DCT coefficients
by applying the DCT transform. The DCT coefficients are
quantized using a modified JPEG quantization table. In the
third stage, the encrypted data S is embedded into the mid-
frequency component of the quantized DCT coefficients for
each block; each DCT coefficient is embed using two bits of
the secret data in the least two significant bits. In the fourth
stage, the modified DCT coefficients are compressed using
JPEG entropy coding and the JPEG stego-image E generated.
Data recovery is based on applying JPEG entropy decoding
to E, extracting the secret data bits from the quantized DCT
coefficients and decrypting the data.
In [66] a new hybrid scheme based on a Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD), norm quantization and a Modulo-2
approach is considered. Two separate procedures are used
for embedding two binary watermark images into a grayscale
image of size 256 × 256. For the first level, the first binary
watermark image of size 32× 32 is encrypted using a chaotic
scrambling algorithm and a SVD matrix norm quantization
method applied to the host image. The encrypted watermark
is then embedded into the host image decomposition. For the
second level, the low frequency sub-band from the first level
is decomposed using the IWT-Modulu-2 method resulting in
four sub-bands of size 64× 64. The second binary watermark
is then embedded into the second level decomposition.
In [67] an adaptive digital watermarking algorithm based
on chaos and image fusion is presented. The watermark image
is first encrypted using the logistic chaos map. The adaptive
watermark embedding algorithm is then applied based on NVF
(Noise Visibility Function) and image fusion, which is used in
the wavelet domain. When the host image and the watermark
are fused, the boundary values are selected to be small or
large depending on the image sensitivity to the noise. The
NVF value (the proposed algorithm chooses 1 − NV F ) are
therefore utilized as a boundary value. Fusing the original
image and the watermark using fixed fusion (multiplication)
factors can lead to two problems: (i) the fused image is easily
attacked; (ii) the human visual perception model is not fully
considered. The proposed algorithm chooses (1 − NV F ) ÷
2p as a multiplication factor for the watermark image and
1 − (1 −NV F ) ÷ 2p as a multiplication factor for the host
image where p is used to adjust the ‘invisibility permission. To
insure watermark recovery, the watermark image is multiplied
by a constant α which magnifies the wavelet permission for
image watermarking based on cryptic fusion method and the
NVF.
In [68] an approach to encrypting and hiding a gray-
scale image using a wavelet packet transform and bit plane
decomposition is proposed. First, the secret image is encrypted
by applying a chaotic mapping, then the encrypted image is
decomposed into eight bit planes, accomplished separately,
taking the highest bit of every pixel from the secret gray-scale
image (consisting of 8 bits) to compose a new binary image
B7, the other bit plans (B6-B0) being similarly composed. The
cover image is decomposed using a wavelet packet transform
into sixteen sub-band images and eight high frequency sub-
images selected from them. The entropy value of the high
frequency sub-images are calculated and sorted in descending
order (E7-E0). The bit planes (B7-B0) are hidden separately
in the appropriate sub-images (E7-E0) and the wavelet packet
applied to reconstruct the cover image with the secret infor-
mation embedded into it. This hiding method does not change
the information sequence of the sub-images which makes it
robust to low-pass filtering and image compression.
In [69] an information hiding algorithm based on double
uni-dimensional chaos sequences and a non-uniform B-spline
wavelet is proposed. The secret image is encrypted by applying
a double logistic chaos mapping. The first mapping is applied
to encrypt the image gray values (pixel values) and the second
one is applied to encrypt the image pixel positions. The cover
image C is transformed to a non-uniform B-spline wavelet
domain, the transformed image being recorded as coefficient
matrix E. The secret image is inserted in the most important
parts of the image (i.e. the low frequency areas) in order
to increase invisibility and image robustness. Appropriate
coefficients required to hide the secret data is undertaken by
constituting the coefficient vector e(i), embedding the secret
information by adjusting e(i) to e(i), and then inserting e(i)
back to the matrix E to reconstruct the embedded image C.
In [9], a new watermarking method for covert communi-
cation and copyright protection is presented. The method is
based on a visual model to calculate the block based Just
Noticeable Difference (JND), the block discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT), redundant encoding and chaotic scrambling. An
image block Buv is selected each time from the cover image
I and transformed using the DWT. Three sub-band images
are used for embedding. The JND value of the DWT sub-
bands for each block is calculated to ensure transparency and
robustness of the watermark. The watermark (text or image) is
converted into a binary sequence W . In order to ensure that the
length of the original watermark is equal to 1÷ 4 of the total
pixels of the cover image [9], zeros padding is applied. The
watermark is extended Wex to ensure its redundancy which
is important to improve its robustness. Chaotic scrambling is
applied to Wex to increase security which is then embedded
into the cover image. Finally an inverse DWT is applied to
all the watermark embedded blocks in order to construct the
stego-image I. Reconstruction is performed by extracting each
block Buv watermark to obtain Wex. Decryption is applied
(as necessary) and the watermark W obtained from Wex.
In [71] a chaotic secure content-based hidden transmission
of biometric templates is proposed. This method is based on
the concept of encryption and data hiding. The input image
(iris biometric data of the user) is captured and the important
iris features extracted based on an image processing method
described in [72]. The extracted feature vector is taken to be
the secret data to be transmitted. The iris feature is encrypted
using double chaotic maps, the parameter value and the initial
conditions (the bio-keys) being required to generate the chaotic
map which are derived from the original iris template. The first
chaotic map - a logistic mapping - is used to generate a one-
dimensional sequence of real numbers which are used as a
sequence key to generate the second chaotic map - the Henon
map [73]-[74]. The Henon chaotic map is used to encrypt the
iris features. The cover image is transformed into the wavelet
domain using a DWT and the encrypted data is embedded
into the LH2, HL2 and HH2 sub-bands. The hiding positions
are based on a pre-generated pseudo-random number stream.
If the size of the iris template is large, then the LH3, HL3
and HH3 sub-bands are also used. Finally the inverse DWT
is applied to the host image to reconstruct the stego-image.
Template extraction is performed by decomposing the stego-
image using DWT, extracting the hidden data using the same
random hiding template and decrypting the extracted features
which are then compared with the original data for verification.
In [75] a technique for digital image hiding and encryption
with a double random phase based on the fractional Fourier
transform (FRFT) is proposed. The (color) secret image is
decomposed into the RGB channels and each component
transformed into the fractional Fourier domain and encrypted
using two random functions and four fractional orders of the
FRFT. The host image is also decomposed into RGB, each
channel transformed into the fractional Fourier domain and the
encrypted data embedded into the corresponding host image
channel with a weighting parameter being used to control the
quality of the stego-image. The extraction procedure proposed
in this work uses half-blind watermarking in which the original
host image and the keys are required to recover the original
secret image.
M. K. Khan, L. Xie and J. Zhung [76] propose a fingerprint
template hiding method based on chaos and a Non-uniform
Discrete Fourier Transform (NDFT). The captured fingerprint
template is preprocessed using a Gabor filter bank-based
technique to extract its important features [77], [78]. The
fingerprint template is encrypted using a skew-tent chaotic map
[79], [80]. The encrypted template is encoded by BCH coding
[81] in order to help correct errors generated by noise during
transmission of the hidden information when the template is
decoded. The BCH coded fingerprint template is modulated
using two chaotic maps. The first map, which is an iterative
chaotic map with infinite collapses [82] is used to generate
a sequence of real numbers to be utilized as a bifurcating
parameter for the second chaotic map the Chebyshev map [83].
This second map is used to modulate the BCH coded template
as described in [76]. Finally the encrypted, encoded and
modulated fingerprint template is embedded into the selected
mid-frequency coefficients (MFCs) of the NDFT domain of a
host audio signal. The hiding procedure can be summarized as
follows: (i) Segment the cover audio signal into 8 samples per
segment; (ii) for each segment, a frequency point in MFCs
is chosen based on a secret key generated from the logistic
chaotic; (iii) The selected frequency coefficients are quantized
to embed the biometric template as given in [76] - equation
(11) - to generate to stego-audio signal. For template extraction
and matching, the NDFT is taken of the stego-audio to recover
the hidden data. The template is then modulated, decoded and
decrypted and the output compared with the original stored
template using equation (14) in [76].
V. LOSSY ENCRYPTED IMAGE INFORMATION HIDING
USING STOCHASTIC DIFFUSION
In ‘image space’, we consider the plaintext to be an image
p(x, y) of compact support x ∈ [−X,X]; y ∈ [−Y, Y ].
Stochastic diffusion is then based on the following results:
Encryption
c(x, y) = m(x, y)⊗x ⊗yp(x, y)
where





|N(kx,ky)|2 , | N(kx, ky) |6= 0;
N∗(kx, ky), | N(kx, ky) |= 0.
Decryption
p(x, y) = n(x, y)x yc(x, y)
Here, kx and ky are the spatial frequencies and F−12 denotes
the two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform. For digital
image watermarking, we consider a discrete array pij , i =
1, 2, ..., I; j = 1, 2, ..., J of size I × J and discrete versions
of the operators involved, i.e. application of a discrete Fourier
transform and discrete convolution and correlation sums.
If we consider a host image denoted by h(x, y), then we
consider a watermarking method based on the equation
c(x, y) = Rm(x, y)⊗x ⊗yp(x, y) + h(x, y)
where
‖m(x, y)⊗x ⊗yp(x, y)‖∞ = 1
and
‖h(x, y)‖∞ = 1
By normalising the terms in this way, the coefficient 0 ≤ R ≤
1 can be used to adjust the relative magnitudes of the terms
such that the diffused image m(x, y) ⊗x ⊗yp(x, y) becomes
a perturbation of the ‘host image’ (covertext) h(x, y). This
provides us with a way of digital watermarking one image
with another, R being referred to as the ‘watermarking ratio’,
a term that is equivalent, in this application, to the standard
term ‘Signal-to-Noise’ or SNR as used in signal and image
analysis. For colour images, the method can be applied by
decomposing the image into its constituent Red, Green and
Blue components. Stochastic diffusion is then applied to each
component separately and the result combined to produce an
colour composite image.
For applications in image watermarking, stochastic diffusion
has two principal advantages:
• a stochastic field provides uniform diffusion;
• stochastic fields can be computed using random number
generators that depend on a single initial value or seed
(i.e. a private key).
A. Binary Image Watermarking
Watermarking a full grey level or colour image in another
grey or colour image, respectively, using stochastic diffusion
leads to two problems: (i) it can yield a degradation in the
quality of the reconstruction especially when R is set to a
low value which is required when the host image has regions
that are homogeneous; (ii) the host image can be corrupted by
the watermark leading to distortions that are visually apparent.
Points (i) and (ii) lead to an optimisation problem with regard
to the fidelity of the watermark and host images in respect of
the value of the watermark ratio that can be applied which
limits the type of host images that can be used and the fidelity
of the ‘decrypts’. However, if we consider the plaintext image
p(x, y) to be of binary form, then the output of stochastic
diffusion can be binarized to give a binary ciphertext. The
rationale for imposing this condition is based on considering a
system in which a user is interested in covertly communicating
documents such as confidential letters and certificates, for
example.
If we consider a plaintext image p(x, y) which is a binary
array, then stochastic diffusion using a pre-conditioned cipher
0 ≤ m(x, y) ≤ 1 consisting of an array of floating point
numbers will generate a floating point output. The Shannon
Information Entropy of of any array A(xi, yi) with Probability





The information entropy of a binary plaintext image (with
PMF consisting of two components whose sum is 1) is
therefore significantly less than the information entropy of
the ciphertext image. In other words, for a binary plaintext
and a non-binary cipher, the ciphertext is data redundant. This
provides us with the opportunity of binarizing the ciphertext




1, c(x, y) > T
0, c(x, y) ≤ T (2)





0, for any xi, yj
can then be used to watermark an 8-bit host image h(x, y), h ∈
[0, 255] by replacing the lowest 1-bit layer with cb(xi, xj).
To recover this information, the 1-bit layer is extracted from
the image and the result correlated with the digital cipher
n(xi, yj). Note that the original floating point cipher n is
required to recover the plaintext image and that the binary
watermark can not therefore be attacked on an exhaustive
XOR basis using trial binary ciphers. Thus, binarization of
a stochastically diffused data field is entirely irreversible.
B. Statistical Analysis
The expected statistical distribution associated with stochas-
tic diffusion is Gaussian. This can be shown if we consider
a binary plaintext image pb(x, y) to be described by a sum
of N delta functions where each delta function describes the






δ(x− xi)δ(y − yj)
then






m(x− xi, y − yj).
Each function m(x − xi, y − yj) is just m(x, y) shifted by
xi, yj and will thus be identically distributed. Hence, from the
Central Limit Theorem









⊗ Pr[m(x, y)] ≡ Pr[m(x, y)]⊗x ⊗yPr[m(x, y)]⊗x ⊗y...
∼ Gaussian(z), N →∞
where Pr denotes the Probability Density Function. We can
thus expect Pr[c(x, y)] to be normally distributed and for
m(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]∀x, y the mode of the distribution will be
of the order of 0.5. This result provides a value for the
threshold T in equation (2) which for 0 ≤ c(x, y) ≤ 1 is 0.5
(theoretically). Note that if n(x, y) is uniformly distributed and
thereby represents δ-uncorrelated noise then both the complex
spectrum N∗ and power spectrum | N |2 will also be δ-
uncorrelated and since
m(x, y) = F−12
[
N∗(kx, ky)
| N(kx, ky) |2
]
Pr[m(x, y)] will be uniformly distributed. Also note that the
application of a threshold which is given by the mode of the
Gaussian distribution, guarantees that there is no statistical
bias associated with any bit in the binary output, at least,
on a theoretical basis. On a practical basis, the needs to be
computed directly by calculating the mode from the histogram
of the cipher and that bit equalization can not be guaranteed
as it will depend on: (i) the size of the images used; (ii) the
number of bins used to compute the histogram.
C. Principal Algorithms
The principal algorithms associated with the application
of stochastic diffusion for watermarking with ciphers are as
follows:
Algorithm I: Encryption and Watermarking Algorithm
Step 1: Read the binary plaintext image from a file and
compute the size I × J of the image.
Step 2: Compute a cipher of size I × J using a private key
and pre-condition the result.
Step 3: Convolve the binary plaintext image with the pre-
conditioned cipher and normalise the output.
Step 4: Binarize the output obtained in Step 3 using a
threshold based on computing the mode of the Gaussian
distributed ciphertext.
Step 5: Insert the binary output obtained in Step 4 into the
lowest 1-bit layer of the host image and write the result to a
file.
The following points should be noted:
(i) The host image is taken to be an 8-bit or higher grey level
image which must ideally be the same size as the plaintext
image or else resized accordingly. However, in resembling the
host image, its proportions should be the same so that the
stegotext image does not appear to be a distorted version of
the covertext image. For this purpose, a library of host images
should be developed whose dimensions are set according
to a predetermined application where the dimensions of the
plaintext image are known.
(ii) Pre-conditioning the cipher and the convolution processes
are undertaken using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
(iii) The output given in Step 3 will include negative floating
point numbers upon taking the real component of a complex
array. The array must be rectified by adding the largest
negative value in the output array to the same array before
normalisation.
(iv) For colour host images, the binary ciphertext can be
inserted in to one or all of the RGB components. This provides
the facility for watermarking the host image with three binary
ciphertexts (obtained from three separate binary documents,
for example) into a full colour image. In each case, a different
key can be used.
(v) The binary plaintext image should have homogeneous
margins in order to minimise the effects of ringing due to
‘edge-effects’ when processing the data in the spectral domain.
Algorithm II: Decryption Algorithm
Step 1: Read the watermarked image from a file and extract
the lowest 1-bit layer from the image.
Step 2: Regenerate the (non-preconditioned) cipher using the
same key used in Algorithm I.
Step 3: Correlate the cipher with the input obtained in Step 1
and normalise the result.
Step 4: Quantize and format the output from Step 3 and write
to a file.
The following points should be noted:
(i) The correlation operation should be undertaken using a
DFT.
(ii) For colour images, the data is decomposed into each RGB
component and each 1-bit layer is extracted and correlated
with the appropriate cipher, i.e. the same cipher or three
ciphers relating to three private keys respectively.
(iii) The output obtained in Step 3 has a low dynamic range
and therefore requires to be quantized into an 8-bit image
based on floating point numbers within the range max(array)-
min(array).
D. StegoText
StegoText is a prototype tool designed using MATLAB to
examine the applications to which stochastic diffusion can be
used. A demonstration version of the system is available at
http://eleceng.dit.ie/arg/downloads/Stegocrypt which has been
designed with a simple Graphical User Interface as shown in
Figure 3 whose use is summarised in the following table:
Encryption Mode Decryption Mode
Inputs: Inputs:
Plaintext image Stegotext image
Covertext image Private key (PIN)
Private Key (PIN)
Output: Output:
Watermarked image Decrypted watermark
Operation: Operation:
Encrypt by clicking on Decrypt by clicking on
buttom E (for Encrypt) button D (for Dycrypt)
The PIN (Personal Identity Number) can be an numeri-
cal string with upto 16 elements. In principal, any existing
encryption algorithm, application or system can be used to
generate the cipher required by StegoText by encrypting an
image composed of random noise. The output is then needs
to be converted into a decimal integer array and the result nor-
malised as required, i.e. depending on the format of the output
that is produced by a given system. In this way, StegoText can
be used in conjunction with any existing encryption standard.
Fig. 3. Graphical User Interface for Stegotext software system.
The principal aim of StegoText is to encrypt an image and
transform the ciphertext into a binary array which is then used
to watermark a host image. This provides a general method
for hiding encrypted information in ‘image-space’.
E. e-Fraud Prevention of e-Certificates
Electronic or E-documents consisting of letters and certifi-
cates, for example, are routinely used in EDI. EDI refers to
the structured transmission of data between organizations by
electronic means. It is used to transfer electronic documents
from one computer system to another; from one trading
partner to another trading partner, for example [84]. The USA
National Institute of Standards and Technology defines EDI
as the computer-to-computer interchange of strictly format-
ted messages that represent documents other than monetary
instruments [85]. EDI remains the data format used by the
vast majority of electronic transactions in the world and EDI
documents generally contain the same information that would
normally be found in a paper document used for the same
organizational function.
In terms of day-to-day applications, EDI relates to the use
of transferring documents between two parties in terms of an
attachment. For hardcopies, the attachment is typically the
result of scanning the document and generating an image
which is formatted as a JPEG or PDF (Print Device File) file,
for example. This file is then sent as an attachment to an email
which typically refers to the attachment, i.e. the email acts as
a covering memorandum to the information contained in the
attachment. However, a more common approach is to print
a document directly to PDF file, for example. Thus, letters
written in MicroSoft word, for example, can be routinely
printed to a PDF file for which there are a variety of systems
available, e.g. PDF suite http://pdf-format.com/suite/.
For letters and other documents that contain confidential
information, encryption systems are often used to secure the
document before it is attached to an email and sent. The
method discussed in this paper provides a way of encrypting a
document using stochastic diffusion and then hiding the output
in an image, thus providing a covert method of transmitting en-
crypted information. However, the approach can also be used
to authenticate a document by using the original document as a
‘host image’. In terms of the Stegotext GUI shown in Figure 3,
this involves using the same file for the Input and Host Image.
An example of this is shown in Figure 4 where a hardcopy
issue of a certificate has been scanned into electronic form and
the result printed to a PDF file. The properties of the image are
as follows: File size=2.58Mb; Pixel Dimensions - Width=783
pixels, Height =1151 pixels; Document Size - Width=19.89
cm, Height=29.24cm; Resolution=100 pixels/inch. The result
has been encrypted and binarised using stochastic diffusion
and the output used to watermark the original document. The
fidelity of the decrypt is perfectly adequate to authenticate
aspects of the certificate such as the name and qualification
of the holder, the date and signature, for example. Figure 5
shows the university stamp and signature associated with this
decrypt which have been cut from the original decrypt given in
Figure 4. These results illustrate that the decrypt is adequately
resolved for the authentication of the document as a whole. It
also illustrates the ability for the decrypt to retain the colour
of the original plaintext image.
Fig. 4. Certificate with binary watermark (left) and decrypt (right).
Fig. 5. ‘Stamp’ (left) and signatures (right) of decrypt given in Figure 4.
VI. LOSS-LESS ENCRYPTED IMAGE INFORMATION HIDING
The method discussed in the previous section is suitable
for document authentication, but the lossy nature of the
reconstruction generated through binarisation of the cipher,
illustrated in Figure 4, is not suitable for full colour images.
In this section we introduce an algorithms for hiding grey scale
image in a colour image and full colour images using three
host colour images. Figure 6 shows a block diagram for hiding
an encrypted 8-bit grey level image in a 24-bit colour image
and Figure 7 shows the equivalent block diagram for hiding
encrypted 24-bit colour image in three 24-bit colour host
images. In the latter case, the same approach is used applied
to each colour component of the colour image. Referring
to Figure 6, stochastic diffusion is used to encrypt an 8-bit
grey level image into a 24-bit colour host image with a near
perfect decrypt. In this scheme, the cipher is not binarised
but is converted into binary form. The first and second Least
Significant Bits (LSBs) are ignored and the third and fourth
bits are embedded into the two LSBs of the host image’s
red channel. Similarly, the 5th and 6th bits are embedded
into the two LSBs of the host image’s green channel, and
finally the 7th and 8th bits are embedded into the two LSBs
of the host image’s blue channel. The inverse process is based
on extracting the relevant bits from the associated channels
with the first and second bits being set to zero. The extracted
bits are then used to re-generate the original cipher and the
reconstruction obtained by correlation with the original noise
field.
Figure 8 shows an example of the method based on the
block diagram given in Figure 7 using the MATLAB code
given in Appendix C. The three 24-bit colour host images after
application of the embedding process are given in Figure 9.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the concepts of cryptography and information
hiding have been introduced and the use of these techniques
for protecting important information is generally discussed.
The use of encrypted information hiding and a range of
methods have been studied and reported in an extensive
survey. These methods are divided into two categories; the first
category focuses on embedding encrypted data in the spatial
domain of an image whereas the second category is based on
the use of the transform domain to hide encrypted information.
The use of cryptographic algorithms together with steganog-
raphy and watermarking methods make it almost impossible
for attack to be launched in order to recover the encrypted
hidden data because this requires the attacker to first detect
the existence of the information before an attempt can be
made to decrypt it. This provides an important extension to
cryptography alone in that the incorporation of steganography
and watermarking algorithms allows the existence of the
encrypted data to be unknown. To recover the information
the attacker needs to first find a way of extracted the hidden
encrypted information from the covertext and then decrypting
using the appropriate algorithm/key(s). The exposure of the
encryption key(s), the encryption algorithm and the embedding
technique (and the key(s) used for this process as required) to
those other than the intended receiver is practically impossible.
A study of the methods reported in Section III and IV
show that use of the transform domain, whether to encrypt
the information and/or embed it is more secure and robust
against attacks despite the complexity of such techniques.
Encrypted information hiding methods that make use of the
spatial domain tend to be less robust but easier to implement.
In both cases, the techniques and algorithms developed have a
wide range of applications with regard to keeping transmitted
Fig. 6. Block Diagram for hiding an encrypted 8-bit grey level image in a
24-bit colour host image.
data (principally image based data) both secure and covert.
Authentication of digital data and documents, e-to-e data
transmission, covert communication, copyright protection and
tracking of the original source of information are further
examples of areas where the concept of encrypted information
hiding can be applied.
We have considered the application of stochastic diffusion
for encrypting image information and hiding it in a host
image. Embedding a binary watermark into a host image
obtained by binarizing a floating point ciphertext, as discussed
in Section V(A), provides a cryptographically secure solution.
This is because binarization is an entirely one-way process.
Thus, although the watermark may be removed from the
covertext image, it can not be decrypted without the recipient
having access to the correct cryptographically secure algo-
rithm and key. This is the principal basis for the StegoText
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Fig. 7. Block Diagram for hiding an encrypted 24-bit colour image in three
24-bit colour host images.
and has a range of application for e-document authentication.
For example, many institutes such as universities still issue
‘paper certificates’ to their graduates. These certificates are
then scanned and sent as attachments along with a CV and
covering letter when applying for a job. It is at this point
that the certificate may be counterfeited and, for this reason,
some establishments still demand originals to be submitted.
StegoText provides the facility to issue electronic certificates
(in addition or in substitution to a hardcopy) which can then
be authenticated as discussed in Section V(E). By including
a serial number on each certificate (a Certificate Identity
Number) which represents a ‘public key’, the document can
be submitted to the authority that issued the certificate for
authentication, for which an online service can be established
as required subject to any regulation of investigatory powers
e.g. [86]. However, the principal focus of this paper has been
to extend the application of stochastic diffusion to hide 24-bit
Fig. 8. Orginal Image (above) and reconstructed image after decryption
(below).
colour images in a set of three 24-bit colour images to provide
a high fidelity decrypt. This provides a near lossless method of
encrypting and covertly communicating 24-bit colour images
over the Internet as required as discussed in Section VI. The
applications of this approach are numerous. Coupled with ap-
propriate key-exchange protocols to initiate cryptographically
strong ciphers, the approach provides a generic method of
encrypting and hiding high fidelity digital image information.
APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE FOR LOSS-LESS
WATERMARKING METHOD
function [] = CIE( ImageName )
% This function - Covert Image Encryption
% (CIE) - inputs a 24-bit color image and
% encrypts it using Stochastic Diffusion.
% Read input image







% Generate the noise field








% Convolve the input image with the






% Encrypt the Red Channel
CR=ifft2(fft2(mR).*fft2(InImage(:,:,1)));
% Encrypt the Green Channel.
CG=ifft2(fft2(mG).*fft2(InImage(:,:,2)));
% Encrypt the Blue Channel
CB=ifft2(fft2(mB).*fft2(InImage(:,:,3)));
% Normalize Cipher Images to range 0:255.
CR = Normalize(CR) .* 255;
CG = Normalize(CG) .* 255;






% Embed cipher images into three





% Embed red channel cipher into
% cover image 1
CoverImage1 = imread(’cover1.bmp’);
CoverImage1 =
imresize(CoverImage1 , [row col]);
figure(1);
subplot(1,2,1), imshow(CoverImage1),
title(’Cover Image1 before embedding’);
for i = 1 : size(CoverImage1,1)
for j = 1 : size(CoverImage1,2)
CoverImage1(i,j,1) =

















title(’Cover Image1 after Embedding’);
% -----------------------------------
% Embed green channel cipher
% into Cover Image 2
CoverImage2 = imread(’cover2.bmp’);
CoverImage2 =
imresize(CoverImage2 , [row col]);
figure(2);
subplot(1,2,1), imshow(CoverImage2),
title(’Cover Image2 before Embedding’);
for i = 1 : size(CoverImage2,1)
for j = 1 : size(CoverImage2,2)
CoverImage2(i,j,1) =

















title(’Cover Image2 after Embedding’);
% ------------------------------------
% Embed blue channel cipher into
% Cover Image 3
CoverImage3 = imread(’cover3.bmp’);
CoverImage3 =
imresize(CoverImage3 , [row col]);
figure(3);
subplot(1,2,1), imshow(CoverImage3),
title(’Cover Image3 before Embedding’);
for i = 1 : size(CoverImage3,1)
for j = 1 : size(CoverImage3,2)
CoverImage3(i,j,1) =

















title(’Cover Image3 after Embedding’);
% ------------------------------------
% Extract the hidden ciphers from
% cover images
%
% Extract red channel cipher from
% cover image 1
for i = 1 : size(CoverImage1,1)
for j = 1 : size(CoverImage1,2)
R = bitand( CoverImage1(i,j,1), 3);
G = bitand( CoverImage1(i,j,2), 3);










% Extract green channel cipher
% from cover image 2
for i = 1 : size(CoverImage2,1)
for j = 1 : size(CoverImage2,2)
R = bitand( CoverImage2(i,j,1), 3);
G = bitand( CoverImage2(i,j,2), 3);










% Extract blue channel cipher
% from cover image 3
for i = 1 : size(CoverImage3,1)
for j = 1 : size(CoverImage3,2)
R = bitand( CoverImage3(i,j,1), 3);
G = bitand( CoverImage3(i,j,2), 3);









% Correlate the extracted ciphers










% Normalize images to raneg 0:255
PlainImR = Normalize(PlainImR) .* 255;
PlainImG = Normalize(PlainImG) .* 255;









title(’Input Image before Encryption’);
subplot(1,2,2), imshow(Result),
title(’Output Image after Decryption’);
end
%--------------------------------------
function [ x ] = Normalize( mat )
% Function to normalise images
MAX = max(mat(:)); MIN = min(mat(:));
for i = 1:size(mat,1)
for j = 1:size(mat,2)






function [ m ] = PreCondition( arr )
% Pre-conditioning function
arrF = fft2(arr);
for i = 1:size(arrF,1)
for j = 1:size(arrF,2)
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